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!

Pls countersign the specification within one week once approval.If no countersigning, we will consider it as
accepted at your side. Please fully understand this situation.
2.

,

,

With in the limit of satisfying this specification, the manufacturing processes may be changed without notice,
for the purpose of improving performance and/or production efficiency of the motor. Reference for the
characteristics of the motor are the final delivered samples as customer confirmed.
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Main Technical Data for Gear Motor

This specification applys to the permanent magnet direct current motors for which Customer make purchase and
make production.
Permanent magnet direct current motor

1

Type:

2

Model No.
ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS

3

MEASURING CONDITIONS

3.1:
3.1.1:

Power supply: Regulated power supply

:

3.1.2:

Environment temperature:25±5degc

3.1.3:

Environment humidity 60%RH
If no contr
ontro
over
verssy,ttes
estt can be done at room temperature
temperature.

Note:
3.2:

Powered by rated voltage, the gear motor meets the following performance.

,

Item

Rated Voltage

Performance

Unit

12

V

Instruction

DC regulated power supply
CW
With positive voltage applied to
positive terminal (viewed from output
end).

Direction of rotation

CW/CCW

No load Speed

1038±12%

RPM

No load Current

0.28(0.56Max)

A

Rated Torque

1

Kgf.cm

Rated Speed

859±12%

RPM

Rated Current

1.62(2.43Max

Intermittent service

A

Stall Current

8.1

A

Calculated value

Stall Torque
q

5.8

g
Kgf.cm

Calculated value

More details please refer to motor curve.
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4.

Motor Number:

4.1

Motor Structure

12 VDC 17800rpm

Carbon Brush
Bakelite Commutator
High Temperature Insulation Coated Rotor
Enameled wire heat resistance level

B

Dry Pressing Anisotropic Magnet
No air hole casing

Dimension as OUTLINE.

5:
6:
7:

Insulation Resistance :

MΩ 250VDC

Measured between
motor terminals and motor metal housing

Lifetime:
Lifetime conditions

Duty cycle

Operating requirement

As per sample

8:
,
Mark :To ink/laser printing or stick label on the specific position of motor casing.
9:
,
,
For not mentioned usage, transport and storage conditions, test methods etc., as per the terms agreed by both
parties.agreed by both parties.
10
For other term that is not stipulated in this specification, such as motor appearance,please take sample for reference.
11
,
This specification now has to be valid for the production and not only for samples
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MOTOR CHARACTERISTICS(电机曲线图）
NFP-225-001
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General Instructions for Use of DC Gear Motor
1

Overload or Stall Condition
,

,

The motor temperature would rise gradually due to the internal energy conversion between the windings and iron core
during running. The windings will not be burnt under rated load because of the balance between the produced and vented
heat. But if it’s overloaded or stalled for a long time, the insulation film of copper wires might be dissolved due to high
temperature. This will short-circuit the winding which causes high current even damages the motor and driving board.
Besides, under overloaded condition, the strength of the gear or other parts attached on the shaft will be affected (tooth
broken or wore out). So please make sure that motors are operated under rated working conditions.
2

Motors Working at Lower Speed

DC
For most of the dc motors, we use carbon brushes. When a motor runs, spark occurs in the contact area because of the
friction between the brushes and commutator at the timing of the commutation. Carbon dust will accumulate in the
commutator slots which might cause short circuit, burn the motor or the driving board if the motor runs at lower speed
and the dust couldn’t be burned in time. Please kindly pay attention to this condition.
3

PWM
PWM
DC

Remarks about PWM Controller
PWM

10 20KHZ
PWM

PWM

-

The lifetime of the brushes is shorter when the motor is powered with PWM controller not by rated voltage or constant
voltage. And the carbon brushes might wear out easily under certain frequency of the PWM controller. Normally the
frequency used for dc motors is 10 20KHZ. Heating might also occur because of sympathetic vibration if the frequency
of the PWM switch is close to the motor components’. Besides, please be noted that the motor might not run if with
integrated electrolytic capacitor under certain frequency. So we suggest motors with varistor inside if the motor is
powered by PWM controller.
4

About Inertia and Brake
DC
,

It’s very common that after power off, the motor shaft will still rotate for a while because of the inertia. If instant brake
needed, you can short-circuit the positive and negative poles then the power generated by the motor (reverse current)
can stop it quickly. But this might increase the motor current and even shorten the lifetime.
5

Lifetime

A motor’s lifetime is related to the operating conditions such as the power supplier, duty cycle, and load conditions etc.
The lifetime data on our spec is based on the rated testing conditions and motor running in one direction without any stop.
It’s just for reference only. For actual products, please make full testing to ensure the lifetime is long enough.
6

Assembling

There are screw holes designed for motor assembly. Please kindly refer to the outline and make sure the screw length
is in the recommended range. As for the allowable torque, please kindly refer to the related technical standards. Over that
range, it might slip the screw.

Appendix1

7

Motor terminals
40W

380

3
The motor terminal structures and inner parts might be broken when the soldering temperature is too high.
The recommended operating way is using soldering iron 40W, 380 , and less than 3 seconds. Besides, force on the
terminals will also break the terminal structure.
8

Axial force

When the gear output shaft heading into gear or other part, the other end need a tool to support.If without support,
pressure cannot be beyond the allowable axial force.
9

Shock and Drop

Inner parts might be broken and potential defection might occur when other impacts on the motor happens such as
dropping on the ground from high position.
10

The Use of Binding Material

If binding material like glue is used during the assembly, please make sure it will not be added to the output shaft bearing.
For some volatile glue, it might also stain the commuatator which affect the motor performance.
11

Reverse roration

DON'T force to the output shaft of gear to reverse rotation. It's easy to make gear broken.
Please pay fully attention to the items mentioned above. If other issues during application, please kindly contact
NFP for further information.
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